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PRESIDENT’S 
REPORT- 
May 2014 

The annual 
CONSULAR 
WARDENS 
CONFERENCE 
was held on May 
19 and 20 last at 
the Australian 
Embassy Manila, 

and as one of the wardens for the 
Pampanga Province, I again attended. 

The Wardens were addressed on many 
topics, and this year a lot of time was 
spent in going back over the Typhoon 
Yolanda emergency and the part played 
by the Australian Embassy as part of a 
“cluster plan” involving humanitarian 
response plans adopted and put into 
operation by Australia, USA, New 
Zealand, UK and others involved working 
in a preplanned operation together. 
Typhoon Yolanda was the first time the  
“cluster plan” was put into operation and 
although some hiccups occurred, worked 
well and lessons for future operations 
learnt. 

 Whilst the typhoon affected 
areas from Leyte in a band 
through the Philippines to 
Palawan, in so far as the 
consulate section was 
involved, we concentrated on 
involvement at Tacloban, 
Leyte and in particular the 
responsibilities and actions of 

the Consular Wardens resident there.  

Let me assure you that from the 
addresses and reports we received there 
is very much an integrated plan amongst 
the nations I have referred to for an 
immediate response to such a disaster 
particularly in the Pacific areas covering 
everything from water supplies, staffed 
emergency hospitals, relief 
accommodation, security and most 
important of all, the cooperation between 
the various countries involved with the 
“host” nation of  the disaster involving 
questions of sovereignty. 

Some trivia facts from the conference:- 

-Filipino arrivals in Australia (all classes of 
visa), 2010 – 150,000; 2013 – 210,000- 
issue of Australian visitors visas to 
Filipinos – average 3,000 per month.  
90% of applications for visitors visas are 
approved. 

A senior representative from the Bureau 
of Immigration in the Philippines, 
addressed the conference and referred to 
a number of matters that were now on the 
website of the Bureau (I had trouble 
connecting) including a new 6 months 
visitors visa, warnings re the use of 

“agents” on visa extensions and the 
effects of fake extensions (deportation 
end restrictions on re-entry), overstaying 
visas and arrest and deportation and 
blacklisting for 3 years as a consequence.  
The conference was advised that it is 
difficult for any individual to blacklist a 
foreigner and if the foreigner is in the 
Philippines and has given a proper 
address upon entry, will be notified by the 
Bureau.  A check on blacklisting can be 
made through the Bureau at its 
Certification and Verification Section.   

I hope you can visit the website and 
check these things out !! 

At the conference, wardens were also 
advised of the merging of the AusAid with 
the Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade (dfat).  This leads me to a current 
investigation by your Committee into the 
importation of free specialist 
CHILDREN’S WHEELCHAIRS from 
Perth, Western Australia. The enquiries 
are ongoing but involve: 

a) a specialized instructor 
teaching our members, 
WAGS etc on the assembly 
and proper adjustment for 
each recipient of a 
wheelchair.  The general 
meeting of members last 
Tuesday approved of the 
expenditure for such an 
instructor to visit Angeles 
City. 

President’s Report 
by James Curtis-Smith – Sub-Branch President 
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b) Freight costs and 
arrangements from the 
factory in Perth through 
Manila (? Subic) to Angeles 
City of as 20 foot container 
(166 chairs). 

c) A clearance from customs 
duties !! 
 

 More information about the 
wheelchairs, their preference, the 
problems set out above and other, 
can be obtained by attending at our 
meetings or on any social Tuesday. 

Our next MEDICAL MISSION is to be 
held on June 7 at Sapang Biabis (just 
north of Angeles through Mabalacat) 
and a mud map is enclosed.  Again 
we need the help of nurses and 
medical professionals as the Colleges 
of Nursing are still on vacation.  
WAGS of course, and you as 
members to assist. The Ponderosa 
Jeepney can provide transport 
departing the Ponderosa at 7.15am, 
and if you have private transportation 
with a seat or two, I would be grateful 
if you could drop by the Ponderosa 
about 7.00am. 

A final reminder to boost Australian 
numbers at the US MEMORIAL DAY 
to be held at Clark Veterans 
Cemetery at 11.00am on Friday 30

th
 

May.   

JAMES E. CURTIS-SMITH 

President 

 

In line with what our President 
iterates in his report, here is 
another piece of information 
concerning our embassy in Manila: 

SOME ADVICE 

It is not hard to keep out of 

strife whilst living in or 

visiting the Philippines, 

however, do the wrong thing 

and the legal system with 

descend with the force of a 

ton of bricks. 

If this happens, read this: 

Ring a Committee Member   or 

Arrests  
If you are arrested in the Philippines, 
you are entitled to have access to 
your Consular representative. This 
right is yours under international law. 
If you are arrested or detained, you 
should immediately ask to be put in 
touch with the Embassy. We will visit 
you as soon as possible.  
 
It is important that you contact us as 
soon as possible after an arrest so 
that we can help you.  
 
We will contact your family, if you 
want us to do so. We will not contact 
your family unless you request it.  
 
We can help you have money sent to 
you from Australia.  
 
We cannot:  
Give you legal advice  
Pay legal fees or fines  
Pay bail  
For detailed information on your 
rights and the role of the Embassy in 
matters of this kind please click here 
http://www.dfat.gov.au/consular/gaolo
s.html  
 
For further information please visit the 
Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade Hints for Australian travellers at 
http://http://www.dfat.gov.au/consular/
hints.html  

 

 Barry Hull (A/C) * Barry Hale 
(QLD) * Roger Headrick (A/C) * 
Clarance Shadd (USA) * Irwin 
Davey (A/C) * Chris Wallace 
(NSW) * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADVERTISING 

 
 

 
 

 

  

 

BE ON THE 
WATCH OUT 

Member Lindsay advises all 

and sundry that he had his 
credit card hacked into to 
the tune of $2400.00 Aust 

bucks. He suggests 
everyone to keep an eye on 

their accounts. The CC 
people said that there had 

been a bit of this type of 
fraud going on lately. 

http://www.dfat.gov.au/consular/gaolos.html
http://www.dfat.gov.au/consular/gaolos.html
http://www.dfat.gov.au/consular/hints.html
http://www.dfat.gov.au/consular/hints.html
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HAPPY 20TH 
ANNIVERSARY 

ANGELES CITY RSL 
SUB BRANCH 

We all now know that ANZAC Day 2014 
just happened to be the 20

th
 anniversary 

of our Sub Branch. 
From an idea formulated by Ken Slide and 
decision taken by 17 blokes in January 
1994 has seen a fledgling RSL Sub Branch 
take off to be the huge success that it is 
today. 
To be declared a ‘CHARTER member’ , a 
person had to sign up and be accepted by 
21 June 1994. 
Here is the list of the declared ‘CHARTER 
members’ which totalled 65 at the time.  
See if your name is on the list: 
 
ANDRE Charles Russell 
ADUET Ernest 
BURKETT   Graham Wallis 
BITMEAD Reginald Turley  
BITMEAD Gregory Roy  
BRADMAN George William  
BRITTON Barry James 
CLANCY Troy Raymond 
COLEMAN Alan James 
COLLINS  Mark  
DALE David James 
DALY Alan Leslie 
DENNY Robert William 
DE SARE Michael Joseph 
DRIVER Clifford Raymond 
FLETCHER Bruce Arthur 
FARMER Raymond 
FLESSER Leonard 
FOX James 
GILBERT Robert C. 
GOSSLER  Larry H. 
GRAVE  Walter 
HARRELL William 
HARROLD Denis Joseph  
HODGES Kenneth Bruce 
HOSKING Shane Edwin 
HOUSE Robert Champney 
INNES Stephen Wilfred 
JESSOP Robert Allan 
JOHNSON Daryl William 
JONES Brian Alan  
KLAP Heiko Hendrik 
LE BHERZ Graham John 
LENEO Kenneth William 
MARSHALL Terence George 

McCOLLUM James Arthur 
McCONKEY Raymond 
McDERMOTT Michael Alexander 
McMENAMIN Thomas Edward 
McNARN Maurice 
MILWARD Ralph 
MOORE Edward 
O’CALLAGHAN Terrence Anthony 
OCONNOR Carl 
O’BRIEN Michael Frederick  
OPITZ Maxwell  
PALMER Ray 
PEDDY John 
RAMEZ Richard Peter 
RANSOM David Fletcher 
ROBSON Stephen Charles 
RUSH Wayne 
RUSSELL Emory 
SEAGRIM Douglas Peter  
SMITH Larry Roland 
SMITH Allan David  
SLADE Douglas Michael 
SLIDE George Kenneth  
STANLEY Brent Liam 
SWEENAY Edward 
THOMAS Allan Bruce  
WADE Ty 
WEBB Graham Douglas  
WEBSTER Michael Charles 
WHITEHEAD Edward Oliver 
 
Names with the   are those that are 
known to be deceased. At this time 
there may be many more that have 
passed away and the current 
committee  are unaware of their 
circumstances. 
Those names highlighted in red were 
our first three Presidents, in the order 
as shown. 
 
Have you had a look at our charter 
dated 25 April 1994 in our club rooms 
at the Ponderosa Hotel ?? 

 
NB  I had intended to insert this article in last 

months newsletter but in the haste to get the 

newsletter out I omitted to put it in. Sorry. Ed 

______________________________________ 

ANOTHER HEALTH 
HINT 

Like any hints we give here concerning 
health, check with your GP if it is 

appropriate for you.  Ed 

This is one of the biggest 
dangers of aging. Here's a 
simple way to reduce your 
risk. 

Photo from Wikimedia 
Commons  
From Dr. David Eifrig, MD, MBA, editor, 
Retirement Millionaire: 

Get moving and prevent hip fractures... 

According to researchers from Brigham and 
Women's Hospital, men who walked at least 
four hours per week were 43% less likely to 
have a hip fracture than men who walked less 
than an hour. The brisker the pace, the more 
hip-fracture risk is reduced. 

But don't overdo it. A quicker pace for longer 
periods will decrease your risk of a fracture 
by 47%. But a slow-paced walk is fine, too. 
The important thing is to listen to your body. 
If you feel any pain during or after your walk, 
slow down. 

Do what I do... walk on the treadmill. I get 
some exercise during the workday on the 
treadmill in the office. If the weather is nice, I 
go for a stroll outside, which also gives the 
added benefits of natural vitamin D from the 
sun. And after your walk, be sure to stretch 
while your body is still warm. 

 

http://thecrux.com/doc-eifrig-the-simple-way-to-prevent-one-of-the-biggest-dangers-of-aging/
http://thecrux.com/doc-eifrig-the-simple-way-to-prevent-one-of-the-biggest-dangers-of-aging/
http://thecrux.com/doc-eifrig-the-simple-way-to-prevent-one-of-the-biggest-dangers-of-aging/
http://thecrux.com/doc-eifrig-the-simple-way-to-prevent-one-of-the-biggest-dangers-of-aging/
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RSL EVENTS SCHEDULE 
JUNE 2014 

Phillies Sports & Grill Raffle every 
Saturday at 6.00 PM.  

Weekly CHARITY Raffle DRAW NOW 
EVERY Wednesday at Emotions Nite 
Club at 6.00 PM. 
 
MEDICAL MISSION 7 June 2014 

Camachiles Sapang Biabas Covered area   
(see page 5  for mud map) 

Tuesday 3RD June 
2.00 PM... COMMITTEE Meeting * 

Social Tuesday 2.00pm PONDEROSA 
* 4.00pm BRASS KNOB, 

STAMPEDE, CHERRY'S 
 

Tuesday 10TH JUNE * 2.00 PM 

WELFARE COMMITTEE * 2.00pm 
Social Tuesday Ponderosa * 4.00pm 

KINGS HEAD, BODY SHOP, 
VALHALA 

 

Tuesday 17TH JUNE * 2.00PM 
MONTHLY GENERAL MEETING * 

4.00pm SWAGMAN 

 

Tuesday 24TH JUNE * 2.00pm 
Social Tuesday Ponderosa * 4.00pm 

PONDEROSA 

_______________________________ 

Minister for Veterans’ Affairs Subscription 
List   Tuesday, 13 May 2014 BUDGET 
VA029 

BUDGET DELIVERS ELECTION 
COMMITMENTS TO VETERANS AND 

THEIR FAMILIES 

The Abbott Government will deliver more 
than $12 billion in overall funding for 
Australia’s veteran community in the 
2014-15 Federal Budget including $6.5 
billion in pensions and income support 
and $5.4 billion in health services. 

The Budget is part of the Government’s 
Economic Action Strategy to build a 
strong, prosperous economy and a safe, 
secure Australia. 

Recognising the unique nature of military 
service and the sacrifices military 
personnel and their families make on 
behalf of all Australians, the Government 

will continue and strengthen vital services 
for veterans and their families.  

The Abbott Government is honouring its 
commitment to to deliver funding for fair 
indexation for military superannuants 
under the Defence Forces Retirement 
Benefits scheme (DFRB), the Defence 
Force Retirement, Death Benefits scheme 
(DFRDB) and for reversionary (widow) 
pensioners.  

The Government has restored advocacy 
funding for the veteran community by 
providing an additional $1 million per year 
to the Building Excellence in Support and 
Training (BEST) programme over the 
forward estimates. This funding will 
support the work of veterans’ advocates, 
pension and welfare officers, in helping 
veterans to access important information 
and services. 

Tackling mental health challenges is one 
of the four pillars of the Government’s 
plan for veterans and their families.  

There is a comprehensive service system 
that stands ready to meet the mental 
health needs of the veteran and ex-
service community. The Government 
recognises that more effort is needed, 
which is why we are proceeding with the 
implementation of a number of mental 
health initiatives from 1 July 2014. 

These mental health initiatives include:  

 greater access to the Veterans 
and Veterans Families 
Counselling Service for ex-
serving members and their 
families, for those with border 
protection service, service in a 
disaster zone either in Australia 
or overseas, and members 
medically discharged; 

 greater access for eligible 
veterans to treatment for 
diagnosed post traumatic stress 
disorder, anxiety, and 
depression, without the need to 
establish that their mental health 
condition is related to service;  

 from1 July 2014, DVA will also 
pay for treatment for diagnosed 
alcohol and substance use 
disorders; and more categories 
of peacetime service will also 
become eligible; and  

 funding under Medicare for a 
new physical and mental health 
assessment for ex-serving 
personnel to help their GPs 
identify any mental and physical 
health concerns early and to 
treat or refer appropriately to 
other services.  

The new look Prime Ministerial Advisory 
Council on veteran mental health, which I 
announced on 13 March 2014, elevates 
and highlights the Government’s 
determination to address the mental 
health needs of the veteran and ex-
service community. 

The Government will deliver $6.9 million 
to develop a detailed business case for 
the construction of an Australian Western 
Front Interpretive Centre at Villers-
Bretonneux in Franceto be an enduring 
legacy of the Centenary of Anzac. 

The Centenary of Anzac is the most 
significant period of commemoration in 
our nation’s history.  

To support activities at the grass-roots 
level we have increased funding under 
the Anzac Centenary Local Grants 
Programme to $125,000 per electorate. 

Efficiencies in delivering services to 
veterans include aligning the indexation of 
DVA funded services for dental and allied 
health care providers with current 
arrangements for Medicare and DVA 
medical services. This will not change 
how veterans access these services, but 
will ensure consistency across health 
care providers.  

The Government will continue to respond 
to the changing needs of veterans and 
their families. We are proud to deliver our 
election commitments for veterans and 
their families in this Budget. 

For more information on the 2014-15 
Federal Budget visit www.budget.gov.au  

 

 

http://www.budget.gov.au/
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This is old hat now but below is a part of the 

2014 budget that will affect those that rely 

on the Australian Network television 

broadcasts into South East Asia 

The ABC's Australia Network is facing the 

axe. Photo: Peter Braig 

The Abbott government is set to 

scrap the ABC’s Australia Network 

international broadcasting service in 

next Tuesday’s budget. 

Cabinet approved the decision in a 

meeting on Wednesday, according to 

a report in The West Australian. The 

ABC has a 10-year, $223 million 

contract to run the network, which 

broadcasts to 44 countries in the Asia 

Pacific. 

The ABC, which is finalising new 

partnership deals with Chinese and 

Indonesian broadcasters, has been 

lobbying publicly and privately for 

the government to continue to fund 

the service. 

The ABC is required under its 

charter to transmit news and other 

programs to overseas countries to 

encourage awareness of Australia and  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

enable Australians living overseas to 

stay abreast of national affairs. 

Although some ministers are 

understood to believe the Australia 

Network could be replaced by online 

streaming of ABC News 24, this 

would be difficult in practice. 

Under content distribution deals, 

ABC news bulletins include 

international stories from 

broadcasters such as the BBC and al-

Jazeera. In many cases, the ABC is 

only allowed to use this footage in 

Australia. This is why a “geo-block” 

currently applies to ABC News 24’s 

online stream. 

“The cost of the ABC obtaining full 

international distribution rights for 

any non-ABC content would be 

prohibitive and not a good investment 

in the funds we're granted to provide 

a news service to Australia,” ABC 

head of continuous news Gaven 

Morris said in 2010. “In some cases, 

international rights are not available 

at any cost.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Commission of Audit 

recommended the network be 

scrapped in its report earlier this 

month because it is too expensive 

“given its limited outreach to a small 

audience”. 

Foreign Minister Julie Bishop, who 

has oversight of the network, has said 

there are more cost-effective ways, 

including social media, to promote 

Australia abroad. 

But business leaders including Hugh 

Morgan, Maurice Newman and 

Harold Mitchell have called on the 

government to retain the service 

because it advances Australia’s 

interests in the region. 

In an email to staff earlier this week, 

ABC board member and veteran 

journalist Matt Peacock said it would 

be a “tragedy” if the network was 

axed and that job losses at the public 

broadcaster would inevitably result. 
 

 

Read more: http://www.smh.com.au/federal-

politics/political-news/cabinet-has-approved-

axing-of-abcs-australia-network-report-

20140508-zr6yz.html#ixzz317qQTqnu 

 

My interpretation of the direction to 
the Medical Mission on Saturday 7th of 
June 2014 is: 

Head out along MacArthur Highway 
through DAU, until just before you get to 
the overpass that is the SCTE. There is a 
trike station on the corner of Camachiles 
Street, straight along until you cross over 
the NLEX, take the second right hand 
street and the barangay office should 
hove into sight. 

You can get there by joining the 
transportation from the Ponderosa Hotel 
departing at 0715 hours (7:15am). 

Big turnout please 

 

http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2013C00136/Html/Text#_Toc353360751
http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2013C00136/Html/Text#_Toc353360751
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/axe-abc-australia-network-commission-of-audit-20140501-zr2n4.html
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/axe-abc-australia-network-commission-of-audit-20140501-zr2n4.html
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/abc-staff-warned-prepare-for-the-worst-20140506-zr5nx.html
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/cabinet-has-approved-axing-of-abcs-australia-network-report-20140508-zr6yz.html#ixzz317qQTqnu
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/cabinet-has-approved-axing-of-abcs-australia-network-report-20140508-zr6yz.html#ixzz317qQTqnu
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/cabinet-has-approved-axing-of-abcs-australia-network-report-20140508-zr6yz.html#ixzz317qQTqnu
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/cabinet-has-approved-axing-of-abcs-australia-network-report-20140508-zr6yz.html#ixzz317qQTqnu
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ANOTHER ANZAC 
DAY PERSPECTIVE 

One of our members 
from Tasmania was 

touring around on the 
‘mainland’ when he 
found himself in the 

rather small New South 
Wales town of Quirindi 

on ANZAC Day. He 
spent the day there 

and sent me some 
pictures of their 
commemorative 

parade. 

 

  

 

  

 

_______________ 

TIME TO LIGHTEN 

UP A BIT WITH A 
JOKE 

A nice, calm and respectable lady 
went into the pharmacy, walked up 
to the pharmacist, looked straight 
into his eyes, and said, 

"I would like to buy some cyanide." 

The pharmacist asked, "Why in the 
world do you need cyanide?" 

The lady replied, "I need it to poison 
my husband." 

The pharmacist's eyes got big and he 
exclaimed, "Lord have mercy! 
I can't give you cyanide to kill your 
husband, that's against the law! I'll 
lose my license! They'll throw both of 
us in jail!  

All kinds of bad things will happen. 

Absolutely not! You CANNOT have 
any cyanide!" 

The lady reached into her purse and 
pulled out a picture of her husband in 
bed with the pharmacist's wife. 

The pharmacist looked at the picture 
and said, "You didn't tell me you had 
a prescription." 

         AND ANOTHER ONE 

How are you doing?  

 

Life has it's ways of turning around...  
 

There I was sitting at the bar staring at 
my drink when a large, 

trouble-making biker steps up next to 
me, grabs my drink and gulps it down 

in one swig. 
 

"Well, whatcha' gonna do about it?" he 
says, menacingly, as I burst into 

tears. 
 

"Come on, man," the biker says, "I didn't 
think you'd CRY. I can't stand to 

see a man crying." 
 

"This is the worst day of my life," I say. 
"I'm a complete failure. I was 

late to a meeting and my boss fired me. 
When I went to the parking lot, I 

found my car had been stolen and I don't 
have any insurance. I left my 

wallet in the cab I took home. I found my 
wife with another man…and then my 

dog bit me." 
 

"So . . . I came to this bar to work up the 
courage to put an end to it all. 

I buy a drink, I drop a capsule in and sit 
here watching the poison dissolve 

and then you show up and drink the 
whole damn thing!....  

 
But hell... enough about me... how are 

you doing?” 
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A very special event will 

be held on Friday, May 30
th 

at 11 AM at the Clark 
American Cemetery. VFW 
Post 2485, American 
Legion Post 123 and the 
Clark Veterans Cemetery 
Restoration Association 
(CVCRA), in conjunction 
with the American Battle 
Monuments Commission 
(ABMC), will Host the Clark 
American Cemetery 
Commemoration and 
Memorial Day Ceremony. 
This event will recognize 
the contributions of all 
individuals and 
organizations that have 
supported the Cemetery 
since the departure of the 
US Air Force, formalize the 
transition to ABMC 
management, and include 
the traditional Memorial 
Day Observance. You are 
cordially invited to attend. 

Our Sub Branch has 

accepted the invitation on 
your behalf. We will be 
laying a wreath. It is 

appropriate that medals 
be worn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 AN AUSTRALIAN 

POLITICAL 
CARTOON, BUT 
APPROPIATE 
CURRENTLY WITH 
THE DISCUSSIONS 

TAKING PLACE 

ABOUT THE 
RECENT BUDGET 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

DISCLAIMER 

The Angeles City Sub-Branch of the 
R&SLA, the Committee and the Editor 
take no responsibilities for any errors, 

omissions or inaccuracies contained in this 
newsletter. Nor do they accept any 
liability for loss or damage suffered 

directly or indirectly for use of information 
contained in this newsletter. Nor do they 

warrant that articles or opinions published 
in this newsletter are necessarily the 
opinions held by the Sub-branch, the 

Committee or the Editor 
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FILIPINOS IN THE  
BOMBING OF DARWIN,  

19 FEBRUARY 1942 

Part 3  :  Joseph Tapia and the USS 
Peary 

The fourteen Filipino merchant seamen 
killed in the Arafura Sea on board the SS 
Don Isidro and the SS Florence D 
became inextricably linked with the 
Bombing of Darwin when their deaths 
were included in the Royal Commission 
tally for 19 February 1942 – even though 
the ships were not in Darwin harbour. But 
while they were wrongly drawn into the 
casualty statistics, there was in fact one 
Filipino sailor killed in Darwin harbour that 
day – not previously recorded as Filipino 
simply because he was ‘US Navy’. 

USS Peary  

Joseph Tapia was an Officer’s Cook on 
the warship USS Peary, DD226. He had 
enlisted in the US Navy on 8 October 
1937 in Cavite in the Philippines. He 
survived the Japanese bombing attacks 
on the Cavite Navy Yard on 10 December 
1941, in which the Peary sustained some 
damage and lost some men. She was 
attacked again off Corregidor Island on 
26 December and off Negros Island on 
28 December.  

The Peary escaped to Darwin, arriving 
there on 3 January 1942: she was 
camouflaged with Army green paint for 
the journey and during daylight hours 
took refuge close to the islands covered 
with palm fronds to elude Japanese patrol 
bombers (she became nicknamed ‘The 
Floating Island’). From Darwin, she 
conducted convoy and escort missions 
and anti-submarine patrols.  

On 19 February 1942, the USS Peary 
was bombed five times: the crew fought 
valiantly until the ship was rocked by a 
massive explosion, and she sank stern 
first within about 40 minutes. A witness to 
the Peary’s final moments, Sir Zelman 
Cowen recalled:  “I have a vivid memory 
of the old ‘star-crossed’ American 
destroyer Peary, ablaze from stem to 
stern, going down with a gun still firing”. 

From a total of approximately 130 crew, 
the US Naval Liaison Officer reported an 
estimated 40 accounted for, 4 in hospital 
and 10 on the hospital ship Manunda;  he 
estimated 80 dead, including the Captain, 
Lieutenant-Commander John 
Bermingham USN. This was the figure 
subsequently used in the Royal 
Commission. In 1989, two Peary 
survivors installed a plaque near the 
Darwin Cenotaph in honour of their ship-
mates who lost their lives: this plaque 
named 91 dead American sailors. 

Part of the reason for the inaccuracy in 
the initial reporting was that some losses 
had been sustained in the attacks in the 
Philippines. In particular, two men named 
on the plaque had actually been wounded 
at Cavite and were never in Darwin 
harbour – they were POWs for the 
duration of the war. In addition, eight men 
had died of malaria during the escape to 
Darwin, and not all of the bodies of the 
dead were recovered after the Japanese 
attack. Two men were reported only as 
‘missing-in-action’ but their names were 
not included on the casualty roll (nor on 
the 1989 plaque). Two names were 
included on the plaque in error (these 
men continuing to serve until war’s end). 
Another of the missing who was listed 
among the dead on the plaque was 
Seaman 2nd Class Frank A Glover – he 
was actually rescued by an Australian 
motor boat that day and remained AWOL 
for 18 months!  

It is now known that the USS Peary lost 
88 officers and men in Darwin.  

Commemoration 

Ironically, the USS Peary and some other 
ships sunk in Darwin Harbour on 19 
February 1942 were salvaged by a 
Japanese firm in 1959 – the firm accepted 
no payment apart from the value of the 
metals recovered, as their contribution to 
‘war reparations’.  

Local diver Carl Atkinson salvaged one of 
the Peary’s 4-inch guns and installed it at 
Doctors Gully in Darwin. In November 
1991, the gun was taken to Darwin Naval 
Base for restoration, and in 1992 was 

installed in Bicentennial Park overlooking 
the harbour.  

During his first visit to Australia in 
November 2011, US President Obama 
visited Darwin and laid a wreath at this 
USS Peary Memorial and addressed 
Australian and American troops on the 
enduring ties between Australia and the 
United States and their long-standing 
cooperation.   

Paul A Rosenzweig 

paul.rosenzweig@hotmail.com  
More info at: 

https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger  

 

The USS Peary 4-inch gun in 
Bicentennial Park – with its barrel pointing 
towards the Peary’s resting place in 
Darwin Harbour. 

 

This commemorative plaque was installed 
by Peary survivors in 1989: it names 91 
sailors killed, but the actual casualty 
figure is now known to be 88 officers and 
men. 

 

mailto:paul.rosenzweig@hotmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger
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Our Secretary Ray has done a stock-
take on the membership card box at 
reception in the Ponderosa Hotel 
and published a list of cards as yet 
unclaimed. 

The list below is to advise members 
to pick-up their unclaimed cards. 
Additionally, Ray has removed those 
cards that are now classed as un-
financial. They may be claimed from 
him or Treasurer Ron Parrott. If un-
financial, cards may be redeemed 
upon payment of fees: 

Surname/ 
Number/Member/Financial 
 
Addison Michael 1395660 Affiliate Yes 
 
Allard Peter 1367866 Affiliate Yes 
 
Allen James 1385408 Service Yes 
 
Anderson Chris 1368846 Service No 
 
Aranas Marilyn 1369327 Social No 
 
Aysom Bob 1367857 Affiliate No 
 
Balatbat Ric 1385425 Social Yes 
 
Barratt Ray 1385423 Affiliate Yes 
 
Beck Randall 1395670 Service Yes 
 
Bennett David 1368636 Affiliate Yes 
 
Boon Bryan 1368777 Service Yes 
 
Brown Richard 1368913 Service No 
 
Borsari Nino 1367887 Affiliate No 
 
Bridgewater Aston 1367908 Affiliate No 
 
Briones Jane 1383532 Affiliate Yes 
 
Brown Roy 1390916 Affiliate Yes 
 
Carter Ronnie 1387914 Service Yes 
 
Casy Michael 1368916 Service No 
 
Clarke Terry 1368758 Service Yes 

 
 
Chander-Cross Neville 1368739 Service 
No 
 
Cole Michelle 1385400 Social Yes 
 

Cole Robert 1395769 Social Yes 
 
Collins Craig 1368480 Affiliate No 
 
Cooper Anthony 1367976 Affiliate No 
 
Cooper Lawerance 1385437 Service Yes 
 
Cowie Robert 1383538 Affiliate Yes 
 
Crawford David 1393302 Affiliate Yes 
 
Crispin Graham 1368959 Service Yes 
 
Cullen Anthony 1383570 Affiliate Yes 
 
Cumes Trevor 1368786 Service Yes 
 
Deschamps John 1390856 Service Yes 
 
Dean Russell 1367954 Affiliate No 
 
Devine David 1368879 Service No 
 
Doyle Allan 1367977 Affiliate No 
 
Dixon Mark 1367988 Affiliate No 
 
Doyle Emmet 1391221 Service Yes 
 
Drew William 1385416 Affiliate Yes 
 
Duet Ronnie 1392232 Service Yes 
 
Dubois Douglas 1367997 Affiliate Yes 
 
Duncan Ken 1368787 Service Yes 
 
Eglington Anthony 1368020 Affiliate 
Yes 
 
Enklemann Lloyd 1385421 Affiliate Yes 
 
Etherden Brian 1368992 Service yes 
 
Ferguson Phillip 1367967 Affiliate Yes 
 
Fisher Roy 1369119 Service Yes 
 
Francis David 1368046 Affiliate No 
 

Fuller Les 1368795 Service Yes 
 
Gableish John 1393587 Service Yes 
 
Geiger Kurt 1369135 Service No 
 
Gillespie James 1368797 Service Yes 
 
Gibson Steven 1368057 Affiliate No 
 
Gilmartin Brendan 1395640 Affiliate Yes 
 
Goddard Derek 1368799 Service Yes 
 
Gomes Emerico 1368058 Affiliate No 
 
Gojol Noli 1369368 Social No 
 
Goode Russell 1369138 Service No 
 
Graham Kenneth 1368075 Affiliate Yes 
 
Grant Robert 1368084 Affiliate No 
 
Gray James 1368034 Affiliate No 
 
Green Antoine 1369154 Service Yes 
 
Greening Peter 1386825 Affiliate Yes 
 
Hayes Thomas 1382386 Service No 
 
Holman Douglas 1394298 Affiliate Yes 
 
Hudson Trevor 1379683 Affiliate No 
 
Korder Gregory 1392228 Service Yes 
 
Knight Philip 1368078 Affiliate Yes 
 
Knighton Geoffrey 1369137 Service Yes 
 
Jackson Bradley 1390864 Affiliate Yes 
 
Jarden Edward 1375936 Service No 
 
Lary James 1369167 Service Yes 
 
Lord Mark 1385449 Affiliate Yes 
 
Lovegrove George 1369193 Service No 
 
Mcauliffe Neil 1371996 Service No 
 
Mcclure Gus 1368503 Affiliate No 
 
McDonald Tom 1368269 Affiliate No 
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McDonald Ron 1368267 Affiliate No 
 
McGurk Edwin 1376871 Service No 
 
McEachern Ranold 1368785 Service Yes 
 
Mitchell John 1392234 Affiliate Yes 
 
Mochan Murray 1369176 Service No 
 
Morse Jim 1393310 Service Yes 
 
Murray Ian 1369184 Service Yes 
 
Neish Paul 1368319 Affiliate Yes 
 
Newcombe Allan 1394300 Associate 
 
Norman Kenneth 1368298 Affiliate Yes 
 
Opie Brett 1368343 Affiliate No 
 
Pascoe Terry 1368320 Affiliate No 
 
Parrish John 1368313 Affiliate No 
 
Peddicord James 1386212 Service Yes 
 
Peters Annabelle 1369326 Social No 
 
Phillips Fred 1371886 Affiliate Yes 
 
Pigrim Edward 1371968 Service No 
 
Pinkerton Peter 1383535 Service Yes 
 
Pratt Brian 1385426 Affiliate Yes 
 
Reading Allan 1368347 Affiliate No 
 
Reaney David 1368358 Affiliate No 
 
Rixon Robert 1369188 Service No 
 
Roach Raymond 1395657 Affiliate Yes 
 
Roberts Scott 1387911 Service Yes 
 
Robson Stephen 1368771 Service No 
 
Rolfe Barry 1393323 Service Yes 
 
Rosenzweig Paul 1368788 Service Yes 
 
Ruby Graham 1389058 Affiliate Yes 
 

Rudd Daryl 1368794 Service Yes 
 
Simms Scott 1368815 Service Yes 
 
Smith Peter 1368390 Affiliate No 
 
Speer Roy 1379593 Affiliate No 
 
Spence James 1369258 Service No 
 
Spurway Robert 1386176 Service Yes 
 
Steel Ronald 1368456 Affiliate No 
 
Steele Darren 1368463 Affiliate Yes 
 
Stirling Robert 1382001 Affiliate No 
 
Stoeckel David 1387905 Affiliate Yes 
 
Tal Ron 1381990 Service No 
 
Taylor Phillip 1393026 Social Yes 
 
Thompson Stephen 1368443 Affiliate 
Yes 
 
Treacy Ross 1393327 Affiliate Yes 
 
Tritton Roger 1393547 Service Yes 
 
Vandergiff David 1376887 Affiliate No 
 
Van Merkestiejn Alister 1368474 
Affiliate No 
 
Van Merkestiejn Maurice 1368484 
Affiliate No 
 
Vecchio Stefiano 1385462 Affiliate Yes 
 
Viles Chris 1368491 Affiliate No 
 
Waldon John 1393582 Affiliate Yes 
 
Woolley Darrell 1386192 Affiliate Yes 
 
Wright David 1371922 Service No 
 
Wright Fred 1369282 Service No 
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RSL 

Angeles City Sub Branch Philippines 

 
Clubhouse: Ponderosa Hotel 

1734 San Pablo St., 
Mt.View Balibago, Angeles City 2009, Philippines 

 

President 

James Curtis-Smith 
Mobile: + 63-917-503-2602 
Email:   president@rslangelescity.com 

Vice Presidents 

Bob Barnes 
Mobile: +63-928-145-6756 
Email:   jeddabob@hotmail.com 

Greg Mann 
Mobile: +63-929-825-4830 
Email:   gregoryjmann@msn.com 

 

Secretary 

Raymond  Stenhouse 
Mobile: +63-917-795-6785 
Email:   secretary@rslangelescity.com 

Treasurer 

Ronald (Ron) Parrott 
Mobile: +63-939-936-5939 
Email:   treasurer@rslangelescity.com 

Editor 

Larry Smith 
Email:   editor@rslangelescity.com 

 

 

 

 

 
“The price of liberty is eternal 

vigilance” 

 

Lest We Forget 

 

 

  


